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“The beginning of anxiety is the end of faith, and the beginning of true faith is the end of anxiety.”                      ─George Mueller 
 
“Worry is like a rocking chair; it gives you something to do, but won’t get you anywhere.”                                      ─Vance Havner 
 
 
I.       Do Not Be Deceived (vv. 1-2) 
 

Psalm 37:7b-10 “Do not fret because of him who prospers in his way, because of the man who carries out wicked 
schemes. Cease from anger and forsake wrath; do not fret; it leads only to evildoing. For evildoers will be cut off, but those 
who wait for the Lord, they will inherit the land. Yet a little while and the wicked man will be no more; and you will look 
carefully for his place and he will not be there.”  
 
 
Psalm 37:12-15 “The wicked plots against the righteous and gnashes at him with his teeth. The Lord laughs at him, for He 
sees his day is coming. The wicked have drawn the sword and bent their bow to cast down the afflicted and the needy, to 
slay those who are upright in conduct. Their sword will enter their own heart, and their bows will be broken.” 
 
 
Psalm 73:3 “For I was envious of the arrogant as I saw the prosperity of the wicked.”  
 
 
Psalm 73:5 “They are not in trouble as other men, nor are they plagued like mankind.”  
 
 
Psalm 73:17 “Until I came into the sanctuary of God; then I perceived their end.”  
 
 
Psalm 37:38 “But transgressors will be altogether destroyed; the posterity of the wicked will be cut off.”  
How does God view their arrogant pride?  
 
Psalms 37:13 “The Lord laughs at him, for He sees that his day is coming.” 
 
 
 
 

II.      Do What Your Know (v. 3) 
 
 

A. Trust in the Lord (v. 3a) 
 
 
B.   Do Good (v. 3b) 
 
 
C. Dwell in the Land (v. 3c) 
 
 
D.   Feed on His Faithfulness (v. 3d) 



III.     Delight Yourself in the Lord (v. 4) 
 
 

“I seek at the beginning to get my heart into such a state that it has no will of its own in regard to a given matter.                    
Nine-tenths of the trouble with people is right here. Nine-tenths of the difficulties are overcome when our hearts are ready 
to do the Lord’s will whatever it be. When one is truly in this state, it is usually but a little way to the knowledge of what His 
will is.”                                                                                                                                                            ─George Mueller 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IV.      Commit Your Future to the Lord (vv. 5-6) 
 
 

Psalm 37:6 (NIV) “He will make your righteous reward shine like the dawn, your vindication like the noonday sun.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 

V.       Rest in the Lord (vv. 7-9) 
 
 

“Well, my soul is at peace. The Lord’s time is not yet come; but when it is come, He will blow away all the obstacles, as 
chaff is blown away before the wind.”                                                                                                            ─George Mueller  
 
 
 
Psalm 37:23a “The steps of a man are established by the Lord…” 
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Sermon 9:  What to Do when You Don’t Know What to Do 

Psalm 37:1-9 

 

This Psalm is addressed to those who know God, but are perplexed, distressed, and having 
trouble discerning what God would have them to do.  

 

The world is full of worriers and many of those worriers are believers. For those who don’t know 
God, and don’t know His Word, we can understand their worry. But those who know the Lord, 
and have the Holy Spirit dwelling in them, really have no excuse for anxiety, worry, and fretting. 
George Mueller (1805-1898) was one of the greatest men of faith in Christian history. Mueller 
said, “The beginning of anxiety is the end of faith, and the beginning of true faith is the end of 
anxiety.” [George Mueller, source unknown] In other words, faith and anxiety are mutually 
exclusive.  

One of the common manifestations of worry or anxiety is indecisiveness. Life is filled with 
decisions. Some are minor and of little consequence, but some are major and can literally 



change the course of your life. Some decisions are clearly dealt with in the Bible and your only 
decision is whether you are going to obey or disobey God. Other decisions are dealt with by 
applying principles of the Bible to our specific situation. But sometimes the application of those 
principles to our situation is not immediately crystal clear.  

There is something that really complicates our discerning of and obedience to God’s guidance in 
life’s decisions. The complicating factor is when we are perplexed and maybe a little upset about 
how God deals with people who love Him, and how He seems to refuse to judge people who do 
not love Him and are unscrupulous, and even evil. Three of the 150 Psalms deal with this 
dilemma that is sometimes summarized as “Why do the wicked prosper and the righteous 
struggle?” When we seek God’s guidance, there is often this problem of perplexity over God’s 
ways and God’s dealing with the righteous and with the wicked.  

Woven throughout this Psalm we see these two themes that I think are actually two parts to one 
theme: First, “How do I discern God’s guidance?” and second, “When I look at how God allows 
His people who love Him to suffer, and allows the ungodly to prosper, can I really trust Him to 
guide me?” In this message, we are going to look at some principles for discerning God’s 
guidance when you are perplexed and don’t know what to do. In the first nine verses of Psalm 
37, we see five commands to obey when we don’t know what to do.  

 

I.  Do Not Be Deceived (vv. 1-2) 

When we examine this Psalm, we see several more verses that speak to this same problem that 
we see in verses 1-2.  

Psalm 37:7b-10:  

Do not fret because of him who prospers in his way, because of the man who 
carries out wicked schemes. Cease from anger and forsake wrath; do not fret; it 
leads only to evildoing. For evildoers will be cut off, but those who wait for the 
Lord, they will inherit the land. Yet a little while and the wicked man will be no 
more; and you will look carefully for his place and he will not be there.  

Psalm 37:12-15:  

The wicked plots against the righteous and gnashes at him with his teeth. The 
Lord laughs at him, for He sees his day is coming. The wicked have drawn the 
sword and bent their bow to cast down the afflicted and the needy, to slay those 
who are upright in conduct. Their sword will enter their own heart, and their 
bows will be broken. 

One of the things that makes it impossible to clearly discern God’s guidance is when we focus on 
the injustices that God allows in the world and especially injustices done to us or those we love. I 
remember several years ago a precious (and godly) young wife who was infertile and desperately 
wanted a child came to me with anger she was struggling with. The headlines had been about a 
baby left out in the elements by a mother who didn’t want the child, and the child died. This wife 
who desperately wanted a child said to me, “Tell me why God allowed this evil woman to have a 
child that she didn’t want and I want a child so desperately and He doesn’t allow me to have 
one!” It is impossible to discern God’s guidance when there is that kind of perplexed anger in a 
person’s life. Sometimes the perplexity is over something less serious than this instance, but 
important none the less. What about when the lazy guy gets the promotion for which you were 
passed over? What about when the unscrupulous lying competitor gets the contract when you 



were honest and got passed over? I could go on and on giving illustrations, but you get the point. 
Do we really want this God who allows such injustice to guide our life? Can He really be trusted? 
When we are deceived into taking the short term look and not seeing the whole picture, we are 
vulnerable to missing God’s guidance. 

In verse one, we see the word “fret.” That word is also used in verses 7 and 8. The Hebrew word 
translated “fret” means to fume, to be vexed, or to burn. It is translated “agitated” in the HCSB. 
We see in verse 1 that fretting sometimes has a touch of envy with it because of the evildoer’s 
good fortune. This fretting and envy will drive a wedge between you and God, and the result will 
be that you cannot discern His guidance. The key to avoid fretting and envy is to draw close to 
God and see things from His perspective.  

Things are not always as they seem in this world! Many very well-known people are envied 
because they seem to have it all even though they have seemingly left God out of their life or at 
least marginalized Him. Yet, that is deceiving because we are only seeing a little slice of their life. 
It is most always the slice they, or their publicists, want you to see. For so many, their life ends 
in misery (Judy Garland, Elvis Pressley, Marilyn Monroe, Princess Dianna, and Michael 
Jackson, etc.). When we see those who seemingly are prospering in spite of ignoring God, don’t 
be deceived.  

Things aren’t always as they seem and the books aren’t balanced yet. Instead of taking the short 
look, we are invited to take the long look where things look quite different. In another of the 
Psalms, that we will study more in depth later in this series, the Psalmist deals with this problem 
of why the wicked prosper and the righteous suffer. We see the long look illustrated.  

Psalms 73:3: “For I was envious of the arrogant as I saw the prosperity of the wicked.”  

Psalms 73:5: “They are not in trouble as other men, nor are they plagued like mankind.”  

Then God gives this Psalmist the proper perspective in Psalms 73:17: “Until I came into the 
sanctuary of God; then I perceived their end.” The wicked are compared to grass that is cut 
down, herbs that wither, and one that is cut off. They will perish, and vanish away like smoke (v. 
20).  

Their end is summarized in Psalms 37:38: “But transgressors will be altogether destroyed; the 
posterity of the wicked will be cut off.” How does God view their arrogant pride? Psalms 37:13: 
“The Lord laughs at him, for He sees that his day is coming.”  

Don’t be deceived by taking the short look; the books aren’t balanced in this life. Sometimes 
God’s plan for His children involves pain, suffering, and loss. God has way more in store for His 
children than a life of material prosperity, comfortable circumstances, and a pain-free existence. 
He is breaking us, molding us, preparing us for the mission He has for us, and conforming us to 
the likeness of Christ. There is an eternity out there that He is preparing us for in our short time 
here. There is a reason for everything that He allows or causes in our life. If we could see from 
His perspective, we would say, “He does all things well.” Even though we can’t see clearly now, 
by faith we say even when we are perplexed, “He does all things well.”  

Don’t be deceived by how things appear on the surface; take the long look and trust the Lord to 
do what He determines is best. God is perfecting His people for glory, not protecting them from 
uncomfortable and unpleasant circumstances. If you allow yourself to be deceived, you will miss 
His guidance.  

 



II.  Do What You Know (v. 3) 

You can only steer a moving ship and God guides those who are busy doing what they know to be 
His will already. What are some specifics included in “Do what you know?” 

A.  Trust in the Lord (v. 3a) 

The Hebrew word for “trust” means to attach oneself to something or someone, to rely on, or to 
be confident in. Trust cures fretting and worrying! To trust is to be free from care. It is to relax 
because we know we are on solid ground. This is the preparation for discerning God’s guidance. 
Even in the fog of not knowing the details of God’s guidance, we trust in the Lord and refuse to 
fret.  

B.  Do Good (v. 3b) 

We see that same command in verse 27 of this Psalm. As we wait for God’s specific guidance, we 
set about doing what we know to do – doing good. We refuse to fret and sit in the corner 
whining about how bad we have it and set about doing what He has commanded. Go on a 
mission trip, find someone to disciple, volunteer to teach children, get involved in a Lifegroup 
and the ministries they are involved in, start an evangelistic Bible study in your neighborhood, 
prayer walk your neighborhood, come to the prayer meeting on Wednesday nights, volunteer for 
extended session even though you don’t have children that are preschoolers. Need any more 
suggestions? I’ve got plenty. Our church has a pathetically low percentage of people who attend 
that are involved in a weekly ministry. If you’re not living a life of obedience to the things he has 
commanded, you are not going to experience His guidance in the details of life. You don’t 
consult God for guidance like you consult a fortune teller. He guides those who are moving in 
obedience to what they know.  

C.  Dwell in the Land (v. 3c) 

One of the possible meanings of the word “dwell” is to temporarily camp in the land. I believe 
that is the meaning here. If you would experience God’s guidance, you need a pilgrim’s mindset 
of not getting too attached to a place here on earth. The Psalmist is saying that if you want God’s 
guidance, don’t become too attached here and be willing to go anywhere, do any ministry here or 
in another place where He guides you. 

D.  Feed on His Faithfulness (v. 3d) 

That’s a really difficult phrase to translate from the Hebrew. I think that in the context it means 
a life that is trusting in God and proving his faithfulness. It’s speaking about a life that obeys and 
knows that unless God does what He said He would do, we will fail. It is a life of abiding in his 
faithfulness to do what He has promised. We act like He’s telling the truth (which is what faith 
means) and prove His faithfulness to us and develop our faithfulness to Him.  

I am more than halfway through with this message and I haven’t given you a single “how to” in 
discerning God’s guidance. That is the way this Psalm is arranged and it is consistent with the 
rest of the Word of God. God’s guidance is not in a little formula, a magic prayer, or a mystical 
experience. God’s guidance comes to those who are walking with Him in obedience and faith. 
Guidance comes to those who have refused to be deceived by comparing their current 
circumstances with the ungodly and taking the short look instead of the long look. Guidance 
come to those who trust in the Lord, do the good they know to do, remain open to the Lord’s 
leading, and don’t become too attached to this world and its stuff, and who trust in Him to keep 
his word. Now we are ready to get into the details of discerning His guidance in the details of 
life.  



 

III.  Delight Yourself in the Lord (v. 4) 

Our tendency, because of the flesh, is to focus on ourselves, the decision, and what the decision 
will involve as far as cost, change, etc. Actually, the Bible way is to focus completely on God. The 
key to discerning God’s guidance is to delight in the Lord! In fact, once we have obeyed verses 1-
3, all we focus on is to delight in Him. This is so simple that most people miss it.  

What does “delight” mean? It means to be soft and pliable. It isn’t primarily referring to an 
emotion we feel toward the Lord; it is primarily an attitude of surrender and yieldedness before 
the Lord. The “soft and pliable” use of this word would fit clay in the hand of a potter. Unless the 
clay is soft and pliable, the potter cannot mold it into the vessel he desires. When the clay is hard 
and not pliable, the potter must set it aside. God’s guidance is not about us; it is about Him and 
His glory. If we approach guidance from the attitude of, “Lord, show me what to invest in so I 
can get more money” or “Lord show me what I need to do so I can get out of this really 
uncomfortable, painful situation,” we are like hard clay in the Potter’s hands. We are not pliable 
and soft. It is when we come into His presence delighting in His glory more than our comfort, 
our reputation, or our agenda, that we experience His clear guidance in the details of our life and 
the decisions we face. 

The next question is, “How does He give us guidance?” It isn’t mystical; it isn’t using the Bible 
like a magic book where we find a phrase (whether it’s in context or not) and take that to be our 
answer. I have heard some amazing ones over the years. “I was reading the word and I came 
across this phrase, and God said to me ‘that’s your answer.’” When you examine the Scripture, 
the phrase they used was taken totally out of context. It is pitiful, perhaps even blasphemous, 
when someone takes the inspired, infallible, inerrant, authoritative Word of God, and turns it 
into a magic book! Look at how He guides us in the last part of verse 4. He takes His will and 
implants it into our heart as a desire.  

When we are refusing to be deceived and envious over the perplexing lives of the wicked and 
refusing to take the short look, when we are trusting in the Lord, doing the things we know to 
do, holding loosely to this world and its trinkets, feeding on his faithfulness, delighting in His 
glory, and making ourselves soft and pliable in God the potter’s hands, then He puts His desired 
will for us into our hearts, and they become our desires. Verse four is saying, “Delight yourself in 
the Lord and He will be the source of the desires of your heart.”  

The great man of prayer and faith, George Mueller, said this about discerning God’s guidance: “ 

I seek at the beginning to get my heart into such a state that it has no will of its 
own in regard to a given matter. Nine tenths of the trouble with people is right 
here. Nine tenths of the difficulties are overcome when our hearts are ready to do 
the Lord’s will whatever it be. When one is truly in this state, it is usually but a 
little way to the knowledge of what His will is.  
[George Mueller, quoted in a booklet by Michael Guido, What Shall I Do? pages 6-7]  

When we are truly delighting in Him, He originates the desires of our heart. The word translated 
“give” in verse 4 can mean to place or send forth. When we delight in Him, He will place the 
desires in our heart, or He will send forth the desires of our heart. How do I follow God’s 
guidance? If I am obeying verses 1-3 and I am delighting myself in the Lord, I follow His 
guidance by fulfilling the desires in my heart. That’s so simple, but if you short circuit the 
process of verses 1-3 and the first part of verse 4, you will not have God’s guidance on the details 
of your life.  



The remainder of this Psalm deals with how we walk once we have guidance from Him. 

 

IV.  Commit Your Future to the Lord (vv. 5-6) 

Once we have God’s guidance, we step out in faith and commit the whole situation to Him and 
trust Him to bring it to pass. The word translated “commit” literally means to roll over on or 
deposit with. Have you ever heard the saying, “Where He guides, He provides.” That’s not a 
direct quote from Scripture, but I believe that it is scriptural. We refuse to second guess 
decisions He guided us to make and we roll over on Him the carrying out of the directions He 
gave us. Once you have discovered the truths of this Psalm, making the decisions will be the easy 
part; the hard part is then rolling over on Him, trusting Him to bring everything to pass in His 
timing and in His way.  

In verse 6 he is saying that when you “commit your way to the Lord and trust in Him,” the hand 
of God on your life will be as obvious as the noonday sun.  

 

V.   Rest in the Lord (vv. 7-9) 

Sometimes decisions seem to be wrong, but rest in the Lord; depend completely on Him. 
Someone saw in George Mueller’s Bible beside Psalms 37:23a: “The steps of a man are 
established by the Lord…” he had written the words, “Yes and not only the steps! Sometimes 
also the stops of a righteous man are ordered of the Lord.” It’s not always “push, pull, click, 
click” and it is all done. There is a waiting on the Lord, a continual dependence upon Him, a 
refusal to fret (v. 8) and wait for God to remove all of the obstacles (v. 9).  

 

Conclusion 

What an exciting, and yet challenging, life to follow God’s guidance. There will be constant 
growth, constant calls to trust, and the adventure of seeing God (as verse 5 says) “do it.” 

 
 
 

 
          
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
         
 

 
 


